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What would you do in the event of a zombie apocalypse? Would you learn how to protect your
loved ones, forage for food and hold your personal if confronted by the undead? Accompanied
by illustrations, maps, diagrams and step-by-step guidelines, this manual will become essential
reading for all those interested in protecting themselves, their own families and society at large
from the living dead. Packed with vital info about how to get ready yourself (mentally and
actually) and your surroundings for assault, the Zombie Survival Manual will also include
information on how to flourish in a post-apocalyptic world.
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. Lastly, Page is not somebody jumping on the zombie bandwagon.. Survival Information I am
hoping Haynes make even more of these funny titles probably Werewolves need This is the
funniest zombie manual after Max Brooks's Zombie Survival Guide I hope Haynes make more
of these funny titles maybe Werewolves next. This is hands down among the best books on the
undead which has ever been written. Great reserve for zombie ; if you like lighthearted monster
manuals or zombie that is a good buy..The amount of detailed content, well crafted and also
amusing, the themes and the layout,style and illustrations are great. Five Stars Fun Book It odd a
good beginer's book I had thought that this book would be thicker. Occasionally getting him to
learn English books is hard, regardless of theme.This is simply not a problem with this book, he
has his head in everything the time and is now writing and illustrating his own zombie comic
strip and stories while continuing to learn the book.A recommended purchase !.We live in
Austria and my child keeps growing up in a bi-lingual, German/English, home.. Cheers to the
Ministry! They both got a kick out from the book. Zombies This was something special for my
two boys. I overheard them discussing the reserve and both appeared to enjoy it. I am racking
your brains on why on Crom's green Earth this took such a long time to come into presence,
because it would have out sold many of the various other "so called" expert guides to zed
slaying by and much. It odd an excellent beginer's book. Where has this been most my (un)life?
the study lab bunker is funny and I could find some mad man building something similar to that.
Five Stars Crazy great book. Sean T. Web page and the Ministry of Zombies have out done
carried out themselves. He has created a subgenre of his very own. Five Stars A great read Yep..
He is an excellent horror writer, but his specialty is definitely writing survival manuals.ANOTHER
Zombie Survival Reserve. It is a larger book so less webpages.loving kids Everything about this
book appealed to my 11 year son who got it for Christmas. With the zombie survival books to
choose from, I think it's important to point out what makes this book stick out from the rest. To
begin with, Page's Zombie Survival Manual from Hayes is very detailed without having to be
overwhelming. Many other survival books are so difficult to get through, it would be easier to
undertake an undead horde with your bare hands. This manual is a lot simpler to navigate.
There's even a test at the end, and a couple of certificates that you could hang up in your
doomsday shelter. It's such as a cross between an RPG lead and an Ology book (ex:
Dragonology). Next, it's entertaining without lowering itself to cheesy humor... Bravo! Have a
look at his 
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